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About This Game

The Braveland trilogy concludes with the most exciting book of all, number three – welcome to Braveland Pirate strategy game!
A crew of pirates led by Captain Jim embarks on a search for the Eternal Treasure. Hordes of undead, chests full of gold,

devious pirate captains, and breathtaking adventures await you in the Free Islands.
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Your Hero steps on the battlefield for the first time in the series

Travel freely between the islands on your own ship

Random encounters with enemies in the open sea

Heaps of rare artifacts stashed away in treasure chests

Pirate tricks that change the course of a battle

Three talent trees to enhance your captain

A real pirate crew: cabin boy, daredevil, cannoneer, possessed, and many more

Hand drawn tropical islands surrounded by a vast ocean

Hunt for the heads of the most notorious criminals

More than seven hours of real adventures

Braveland Trilogy:
- Braveland

- Braveland Wizard
- Braveland Pirate
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Publisher:
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recommended. Remindes me of Heroes, even if is more cartoonish and waaaaaaaaay less complex.
Is quite a nice little game. It could have more content and should allow you to go beyond level 15 and explore many more maps.
You are guided throughout the game to go in almost only one durection, without really choosing your path.
If you get it on a sale, I recommend it.
. As with the other Braveland games, Pirate has the same basic mechanics and formula that is quite repetitive, but quite
enjoyable. Can be easily completed in a few sessions & worth the money.. The third (and so far the last) part from the series of
turn-based tactical adventure gamesis again very much alike its two predecessors (“Braveland” and “Braveland Wizard”), and
again with several innovations. This time you follow the story of a young pirate who is on a quest to find ancient cursed treasure
(and avenge his slain captain to boot) located somewhere within an archipelago of islands. This brings about one big change:
instead of a large stretched world map, you’ll have several smaller maps for each island with its own distinct climate (and
enemies). Another innovation is the skill tree where you can choose in which branch your hero will specialize. But the most
noticeable change is that your hero now occupies one slot in your army and takes part in combat – and he can take a good
account for himself in those, as the spells he’s learned can decide the outcome of the fight. The rest is just the same as with the
previous two chapters, and just as well recommended to kids who are looking to pick up on the mastery of tactical hex-board
combats, and to grown-ups who like this cartoonish style of animation and the humor.. it was ok
felt like a watered down version of these types of games
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Really cool Game! with good simple gameplay yet still challenging.
Nice graphics, cute story, addictive and fun. :)
I'm really happy I bought it, and enjoy it very much.. This is the third and final game in the Braveland series. They're fairly
casual turn based strategy games, with a little bit of RPG and stat-building. This one started off a little on the difficult side, even
on Regular difficulty, but by the halfway point, I was overpowered enough that I think I only lost one fight from that point. The
art and gameplay is as charming as ever, and the story, such as it is, does a good job of separating the game sections out. If you
haven't played the other Braveland games, you should still be able to get through this without any problem, and there really isn't
much connectivity between the three games. But if you want a fairly casual turn based strategy game, this series is a good
starter. Though I would recommend Renowned Explorers for a slightly deeper Turn Based experience. This game took about 11
hours to finish.. Enjoyable, but short lived. Not much replay value, would recommend buying at a huge discount.. Good game.
Buy it!. If you liked the first two Braveland games, you'll like this. If you haven't played any of them, get one (or all) on sale.
Simple fun, but I'd only recommend playing the games at least 6 months apart as not much changes from game to game.

Everything else is details.
. The third installment of the Braveland series. You don't need to play the first two to beat this one, however it is pretty cool to
see some of the units you had in the previous games as enemies. Also, there's one spot where an old man ask you questions
pertaining to the old games, but you can find those online or just not bother with that achievement.

The game itself is pretty good, just like the other two. This one seems to be about 12 hours to beat on the hardest difficulty if
you go for all the extra stuff that you can actually accomplish in one play through. That alone is worth the asking price in my
opinion for a strategy game.

There's
-5 units to choose from like the first two
-there's a skill tree type thing like in the second one-
there's "hidden" treasure chests throughout the islands
-there's mutliple islands to visit
-there's dungeons to earn extra gold and experience after you beat levels or you can go out to sea and try to get random
encounters instead
-there's a couple of different equipments you can strive to get to become more powerful
-there's multiple ways to build your squad
and since it's a strategy game there's multiple ways to play.

It does feel a little bland compared to the first two to be quiet honest and I'm not sure why or what could be changed to alter
that, but I still think it's a decent enough game. I don't think it has replay value though. I was going to go back through to get the
achievements I couldn't get the first time, but I got bored after just a few levels and decided to just write this instead. To be fair,
I don't think any game has much replay value unless it has online multiplayer or co-op though.

Easily worth a pick up if you played the first two or you just like chill little strategy games. For a game under $3.00 I found this
rather interesting. It had a great storyline and the music was nice and soothing and I’ve played the game for hours and the music
didn’t annoy me. Overall it’s a good game for its price in my opinion and you should give it a try.
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